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SUMMARY

A growlng concern for the safety of patients exposed to medical

ultrasound has highlighted the importance of the oharaoterlsatlon of

medical ultrasound equipment in terms of absolute ecoustleal parameters.

To meet this need, various types of miniature piezoelectrln hydrophone

have been produced to measure the temporal and spatial distribution of

acoustic pressure in the ultrasound field. However, in order to measure

absolute acoustic pressure, the receiving seneltlvlty Of the hydrophnne

must be determined over s range of frequencies, This report reviews the

many techniques available for calibrating hydrophones, giving details of

the method, the validation and the accuracies achieved. The current

state of each technique is described together with the results of

comparisons between techniques and between laboratories. An important

contribution to the international standardisation of some of the more

established tee_nlques has been the publication of certain standards

which are ales reviewed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale

i Miniature piezoelectric hydrophones are widely used for the

[ determination of the spatial and temporal distribution of acoustic

pressure in ultrasonic fields produced by medical equipment. The

use of hydrophones is, in fact, the method recommended for

measuring many parameters deemed important by the American

Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine and the National Electrical

Manufacturers' Association (AIUM/NEMA) [I], by the Food and DrUg

Administration (FDA) [2, 3] and by the International

Eleatroteehnical Commission (IEC) [4].

There are three main designs of miniature piezoelectric hydrophone:

firstly ceramic needle probes [5] consisting of a small

piezoelectrlcally-sensitive ceramic (eg PZT) element mounted on the

end of a needle-type probe; secondly polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)

needle probes [6] which have a PVDF element, and thirdly PVDF

membrane hydrophones [7, 8] which consist of a thin film of PVDF

stretched over a rigid annular ring, only a small diameter element

in the centre being piezoelectrically sensitive. These three types

are illustrated in Figure I.

A knowledge of the receiver sensitivity of the hydrophone as a

function of frequency is necessary to make accurate measurements

• and to ascertain the levels of uncertainty. This requirement has

become more apparent following the work of Smith [9] and of

Shcmbert and Harris [I0], which demonstrates the errors in the

measurement of peak acoustic parameters when a hydrophone with an

inadequate frequency response is used.

At present there is no universally accepted standard technique for

the calibration of hydrophones in the low-megahertz frequency

range. There are, however, several methods which have been used in

the past and some new methods which are being developed.
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Figure I Three main types of hydrophone. From left to right: PVDF

needle probe; PVDF membrane and ceramic needle probe.

The techniques will be split into two main categories for this

review: firstly absolute techniques and secondly comparison

techniques which rely on a previous calibration of a standard

hydrophone using an absolute technique.

In this review the relative merits and state-of-the-art of each

technique are considered, bearing in mind the following criteria:

Accuracy and precision

Time taken for calibration

Frequency range covered

Number of frequency points within range

Relevance of technique to all bydrophone types.

1.2 Absolube calibration techniques

The absolute calibration of a hydrophone is usually accomplished by

measuring the output voltage from the hydrophone when placed in an

acoustic field at a point where the absolute value of one of the

parameters of that field (such as the acoustic pressure amplitude)

has been previously determined using a method which is traceable to
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fundamental electrical or mechanical units.

_ny techniques have been described in the literature for the

absolute determination of acoustic field parameters. _me of these,

such as calorimetry and total radiation force measurement by means

of a sensitive balance, involve the determination of physical

quantities averaged over time and over all or most of the acoustic

beam. Others, such as optical Interferometry or the use of a small

thermoeouple placed in the fleld, yield values of spatially-

resolved physical quantities. All of these examples determine field

parameters by measuring the effect of the ultrasonic field on some

sensln8 device other than an eleetroaeoustic transducer. However,

one method, the reciprocity technique, involves measuring the

effect of the field on a second transducer or even the effect back

on the transducer which is generating the field.

Sere are then, various dlfferent techniques for meanurinE acoustic

field parameters which, if implemented correctly, should give

equivalent results. There is an increasing body of evidence in the

literature and in the work of standards laboratories suggesting

that the results obtained with different methods are indeed in

agreement.

There is a review of techniques for measurimE ultrasonic field

parameters by _aran [11] which also includes the visualisation of

ultrasonic wavefronts. Some of these techniques are qualitative end

do not fall within the scope of thls review as they are not

relevant to hydrophone calibration. A review by Stewart [12] deals

with techniques for measuring total output power and the spatial

distribution of ultrasonic fields; these are more relevant to

hydrophone calibration. Neither Stewart nor Paran deals with the

application of the measurement techniques to hydrophone

calibration, which is the aim of the current review. However, all

of the techniques mentioned is these reviews which are applicable

to bydrophone calibration are covered.

I._ Calibration by comparison with a standard hydrophone

The purpose of relative methods of calibration is to provide a

rapid determination of sensitivity over a wide frequency range by

measuring the output from several hydrophones (Includlng a standard
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hydrophone) placed at the same point in an acoustic field. Several

authors have described improvements to this basic method which

either increase the speed of tl_e measurements by calibrating at

several Crequeneies at the same time or increase the a_nber of

frequency points at which calibrations can be made.

The overall calibration useertaintles, if these methods are used,

are always larger than for absolute techniques because the

uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the standard hydropbone

itself has to be combined with that from the comparison. This

disadvantage may be offset by the increased speed of obtaining

results.

! 1.4 The expression of hydrophone sensitivity

}
1 T_ero hae been some disagreement in the literature over the most
I
I appropriate definition for the sensitivity of a hydrophone. Certain

! autl_orc recommend the use of an intensity response factor which can

':I be defined as the ratio of the square of the output voltage from

the hydrophone to tee instantaneous acoustic intensity at the

active element [13]. However, as a hydrophoae actually responds to

acoustic pressure (because the piezoelectric effect results in a

pressure-induced charge), the intensity response factor relies on

the assumption that the instantaneous intensity is proportional to

the square of the acoustic pressure. This approximation is only

valid when the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are in

phase, such as for plane or spherical waves, Thus, the use of the

intensity response factor is not valid in fields which do not

satisfy this criterion (eg near a transducer face []4]). For this

reason, tl_e pressure seesitivlty M will be used in this review,

defined as M : U/p where U is the output voltage and p is the

instantaneous free-field acoustic pressure in a plane-wave acoustic

field at the element of the hydrophone.

There have also been discussions about whether the

Voltage O should be an open-circult voltage or a voltage measured

with a specified electrical load connected. Chivers and Lewin [15]

recommend the use of the latter, giving an end-of-cable

seasitivlty, as this is the ;Qeasurad pars:dater and therefore there

is no requirement to correct for the load i_pedance. However, for

the calibration to be applicable under different load conditions it
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is advantageous to speolfy an snd-o_cable open-clrcult sensitivity

together with the relevant formula _r determining the sensitivity

when connected to a load of known impedance. This is the policy

adopted st the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) and by the IEC

[4]. The conversion is given by the _llowimg equation:

Re(ZLI2+ _m[zcl2 _1/2ML = Mc [Re(ZL) + Re(Z)]2 _ [Im(ZL)+ im(Z)]2) (I)

where ML is the end-o_oable sensitivity into a load of complex

impedance ZL = Re(ZL) + iIm(ZL), Mo is the end-of-cable

open-clrcuit sensitivity and Z = Re(Z) + ilm(Z) is the complex

output impedance of the hydrophone. This expression can be derived

from the work of Beissner [16]. _f the load can be approximated by

a parallel combination of capacitance CL and resistance RL then the

complex impedance can be calculated using:

RL
Re(ZL)= " (2)

1 + _2C_RL2
and

-_ cLR_' (3)

where _ is the angular frequency. A further simplification is

possible if the impedances of both the hydrophone end the lead can

be ansumed to be cepacitative. In this case, if C is the

end-of-cable capacitance of the hydrophone, including any integral

cable and connector, equation (I) reduces to

AS the pressure sensitivity will be used throughout this review,

all uncertainties in sensitivities will be expressed as a

proportion of pressure or voltags and not in terms of intensity, as

given in some of the papers reviewed. Hydrophone sensitivities are

sometimes quoted in the literature in dB re I V/pPa, but this is

inconvenient as ultrasonic hydrophones typically hsve sensitivities

as low aS -260 dB re I V/_Pa. In this review sensitivities will,

there_re he stated in terms of _V/Pa.
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2. ABSOLUTE CALIBAATION

2. I Reciprocity

The exletence of reciprocity theorems for mechanical, elastic,

acoustical and electromagnetic systems has been known for a long

time and these theorems have been discussed by various authors

[17]-[19]. The first derivation of the reciprocity relationship

between the action of a linear, passive, reversible eleetroacoumtlc

transducer as a receiver and as a transmitter was by Schothkey

[20]. The relationship is based on the theorem that the receiving

and transmitting responses of such a transducer are related by a

parameter which is independent of the geometry or construction of

the transducer. This parameter can be computed from the following

relationship :

_ --J (5)
t

where:

J = reciprocity parameter

M = receiving voltage response

S = transmitting current response.

This result can lead to the absolute calibration of a receiver

which does not itself have to be reversible [21].

2. I.1 Three-transducer reciprocity

The theoretical basis for this type of measurement was outlined by

MacLean [22] in 1940, who obtained a calibration in terms of the

open-circult voltage or short-circuit current. If the transducer is

in free space end it does not significantly perturb the acoustic

field, a free-fleld calibration is obtained, and if the transducer

is in a chamber a pressure calibration is obtained. The free-field

calibration is the one whial_ is relevant to ultrasonic hydrophonem.

To obtain thla calibration it is necessary to calculate a value for

the reciprocity parameter and MacLean derived the following

relationship for spberlcal waves:
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j = 2D_pc (6)

whmra:

D = the distance from the transducer to which the transmitting

respanae is referred

= wavelength of the sound

pc = the characteristic impedance of the medium.

MaoLeen considered experiments using three transducers: the

receiver being calibrated X , a reversible transducer Y and a

transmitter Z. The first two measurements are made in the sound

field of Z at a distance D along the axis where D >> _, the largest

dimenaimn of X, Y or Z. The open-clrcult voltage U generated by X

at this position, end the voltage UI generated by Y at the same

position, are measured. Since the sound field is the same in both

cases, then by definition:

0 - U 1

W " M-7 (7)

The third measurement is of the open-circuit voltage U' generated

by X at e distance D along the axis of Y which is driven by a

current I'. The free-field pressure at the centre of X is I'SI,

where SI is the transmitter current response of Y at a distance D

along its axis. It follows that:

U' = MI'S I (8)

and substituting equations (5), (6) end (7) we have:

1 Z' po / (9)

Equation (9) is the absolute free-field calibration of the

i receiving transducer. This method is attractive since it permits

the determination of acoustical quantities from electrical and

length measurements without reference to a primary acoustical

standard.

According to Foldy and Primakeff [23] the proof of the reolprocltF

theorem (equation (6)), as given by Schottkey and MacLean, could

not be assumed to be universal since it was based on an aesumptlon

whieh they claimed had not only never been proved but is not

generally valid. McMillan [24] seems to have been the first to show



that the reciprocity theorem itself Ls not always valid and that it

is possible to construct transducers which do not obey the theorem.

Foldy and Pritnakoff presented a full theoretical proof of the

reclproelty theore:a for eleetroacoustlc transducers which provides

conditions necessary for its validity. These eondltions are:

(i) the existence of certain symmetry relationships among the

transducer par_neteru; (it) that the coupling is either purely

eleetrostahle or piezoelectric or both, _[ purely eleotroi, agnetic

or magnatostrlctlve or both; (ilt) that the transducer does not

radiate electromagnetic waves fro.n its surface. Plezoelectriu

transducers in general conform to these conditions and to those

speelfled by Maohean.

Foldy and Prlmakoff also made certain observations regarding the

execution of a reciprocity calibration as described by MaeLean.

These observations concerned the choice of eleetrlcal terminals ee

the reversible transducer and on the receiving transducer being

calibrated, and also the correction for the use of a finite load

impedance instead of an open-circuit. They also applied more

stringent criteria for D, the distance between transducers, Desause

_elean was dealing with audio acoustics where the former erlterlos

WaSp in geeeral, more restrictive. The eew oriterla were:

D >>_, D >>_2/k (10)

wher_ _ is the largest dimension of any of the three transducers

used. They stated that if these criteria are met then the

calibration is effectively that for plane waves, because at

distances greater than 22/h (known as the far field) the acoustic

field locally approximates to a plane wave.

In 1949, Simmons and Uriek [25] developed a plane-wave reciprocity

parameter dp for use when all the transducers are plane piston
radiators ehd Where the tracsmitter-te-reeelver dlstanoe D is very

short so that the hydrophone is in the near field of the

transmitting transducer. Figure 2 shows the extent of the

plane-wave region with experilnental results obtained for ae

identleal transmitter and receiver. (For a sormallsed distmeee of

less than 2 these appear to contradict the cheoretteal curve in

Figure 5 WhiCh represents a hydrophone/transducer diameter ratio

of unity.)
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Figure S Sound field of a oirsular piston radiator as meaeured b_

Simmons and Urlck [25]. The solid curve is the pressure

on the axis; the dashed llne is the pressure of an

equivalent point source and the crosses are measured

pressure averaged over the transducer area using

pulse-echo, t_ormaZlseddistance is D/N where N is the
1

distance a2/R and aie the radius of the transducer,

In 1981, Bobber and Sabln [26] derived a cylindrical wave

reciprocity parameter Jc for transducers whlsb are effectively llne

sources placed parallel to each other, They also pointed out the

consistency between the three reciprocity parameters:

Spherical waves Js = (2/(pc)](DR)I

Cyllndrleal waves do = [21(pc)](DR)ll2I., (11)
Plans waves J .- [2/(,oo)](D;,,)OA (12)

P

where L is the length of the llne source and A the area of the

plane piston source. The (DR)O in equation (12) is superfluous but

illustrates that the power of DR in each expression is the same as

the power of D in the spreadlnE of sound pressure for each kind of

wave. The effective size of the transducer is finite for

cylindrical and plane waves and the finite di_enslone appear as L

and A.
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Trott [27], in 1962, derived the plane-wave and cylindrical-wave

reciprocity parameters from the radiated power in the near and far

fields of transducers, thus confirming the above findings. Further

work by Bobber [28] derived the separate reciprocity parameters

from a general reciprocity parameter. He also generated reciprocity

parameters for coupler-reciproclty systems, for diffuse sound and

for Beatty's-tube reciprocity [29].

Although it is possible to calibrate a miniature ultrasonic

hydrophmne using three-transducer reciprocity, it is difficult to

extend the calibration up to frequencies which can be used in

medical ultrasound. This is due to the directionality of these

devices at megahertz frequencies, making alignment very difficult.

Lewin [6] has ealibrated a hydrophone probe in 50 kHz steps up to

6.5 HHz to imterccmpare the technique with two-transducer

reciprocity (see Section 2.1.3) but there have been very few

attempts to uee it for hydrophene calibration because of the much

simpler techniques, described in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, which

use short tonebursts of ultrasound end thus reduce the problem of

reflections in the water tank.

2.1.2 Self-reciprocity

By an extension of the reciprocity principle for the absolute

measurement of sound, Cersteneen [30] demonstrated that a

calibration may be obtained on a single transducer without the aid

of auxiliary transducers, thus speeding up the calibration

procedure. Obviously the transducer must be reversible and must

satisfy the conditions described by Foldy and Prlmakoff [23] for

observance of the reciprocity relationship. This technique cannot

be used for all ultrasonic hydrophones as many are too small tu be

used as projectors. However, the self-reclproclty technique is the

basis of the two-transducer reciprocity calibration (see

Section 2.1.3) which can be used for most hydrophones.

In this method a perfect acoustic reflector is placed a distance

i D/2 from the transducer which is excited by a short sinuanldali

toneburst wlth current amplitude 11, generating a corresponding

: toeeburst of acoustic energy. After striking the perfect reflector

the ultrasound is received by the transducer producing an

open-clrcuit voltage amplitude HI.i

J
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Using the same definition's as in Section 2.1.1 (equation (8)):

U1 = MISII 1 (13)

Substituting equation (6):

M1 =(_ j)I12 (14)

_quatlon (14) gives the receivlng sensitivity of the reciprocal

transducer in terms of electrical quantities and the reciprocity

parameter. Carstenmen measured the receiving response of three

underwater transducers, comparing self-reclprocity wlth

three-transdueer reclproeity, and obtained results up to O.I MHz

agreeing to within _+3 dB (_+42%) which was "within experimental

error" (see Figure 3).

1000

'N

100

I

10 ' ' ' 5"0 ' ' ' '10 20 100CD

Frequency (kHz)

Figure 3 Receiving response of a hydrophone determined bF

Carmtensen [30] ualng: self-reclproclty (molld llne) and

three-transducur reciprocity (demhed line).

Although he does not discuss the uncertainties or the sources of

errorp Carstenaen does describe hls experimental technique and the

problem caused by the amplltude of the transmitting electrical

pulse being 100 dB greater than the received pulse° This meant that

the recelvlng system had to be very sensitive and yet unaffected bF

large amplitude electrlcal pulses. The difficulty was overcome by

the use of diode Z_mlters, but there was stlll the problem of
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producing a toneburst short enough to dlstingulsh between the

transmitted and received pulses but long enough to define the

frequency of calibration and wltnln a tank of limited size.

Carstenson, however, performed calibrations up to only 0.1MHz,

whereas at medical ultrasonic frequencies of 0.5 MHz and above this

problem is only minor, There are considerable advantages with a

toneburst technique, especially _n eliminating problems of

reflectlons, standing waves and the effect of electrical pick-up

from the transducer.

In 1974, Reid [31] used self-reciproclty to determine transducer

efflcieney in order to perform dostmetry in medical diagnostic

systems. The estimated total uncertainty is stated as _ 30_,

arising from several sources. Apparently these could have been

reduced by the use of more sopblstlcated equipment, to give an

estimated total uncertainty as low as _ 6%. An important

observation made by Reid WaS that the self-reclproclty technique

could be used to establish acoustic fields of known total power and

intensity, and that these could be used to calibrate hydrophoees

that would be too small to be used as projectors. Subsequently,

this method formed the basis of the two-transducer reciprocity

technique (see Section 2.1.7).

In 1979, grikson [32] presented a pulse-echo self-reciprocity

transducer testing system utilising a 50 ohm transducer termination

but he only considered relative measurements of transducer

performance rather than absolute measurements. Then, in 1980, Drear

and Milanowskl [3_] suggested that one of the main reasons why

self-reciprocity had not been adopted as a measurement standard for

ultrasonic transducers was due to the difficulty in obtaining open-

and short-circuit measurements in this frequency region. To help

overcome this problem, they extended the conventional reciprocity

calibration theory to include arbltrarily-terminated trB/_sdsoers.

This permitted the use of a standardised (say 50 ohm) termination

in the definition of the receiving scesltivity H, and the

establishment of a high-frequency transducer specification

independent of the driving equipment. In fact, tbls extension of

the reciprocity theory has not increased the use of

self-reciprocity for the calibration of small bydrophones as it is

not necessary for the technique described in Section 2.1.3.
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2,1,S TWomtraseduoer reciprocity

In 1971, Koppelmann et al [34] reported the use of the

self-reciprocity technique (see Section 2.1,2) to determine the

acoustic pressure Pl at the surface of an auxiliary reelprooal

transducer for a driving current 11, after reflection of the wave
from a perfect reflector directly back ca to the transducer. Using

equation (14):

UI (I_UI)I/2Pl = _ : (15)

_y placing a probe hydrophone at the point in the field of the

transducer where the acoustic pressure at the hydrophone was

approximately Pl, it _-aspossible to obtain the free-field pressure

sensitivity of the hydrophone by measuring the open-clrcult voltage

U generated by the hydrophone :

____ (.j _I/2
M = Pl = U_I--_/ (16)

Koppelmann et al performed calibrations in the frequency range

75 kHz to 2 MHz using this method with the water surface as the

perfect reflector and compared the results wlth those from the

three-transducer reciprocity teehnlque up to 250 kHz, obtaining

agreement to within +_ 2 dB (+ 26%).

Brendel and Ludwig [351 have presented a modification of this

technique for the megahertz frequency range. Before this time there

had been relatively little demand for the calibration of

hydrophones for use in medical applications and a number of

difficulties in the application of reciprocity had to be overcome.

The main difflnulties were firstly that in the megahertz frequency

range a transducer generally possesses such a complicated

dlrcctlvity pattern that the three-transducer reciprocity technique

(see Section 2.1.1) is rendered too troublesome because of the

numerous accurate adjustments of the orientation of the transducers

required. Secondly, self-reclprocity calibrations (see Section

2.1.2) are often not applicable to the small hydrophones which are

required in this frequency range because they cannot be used as

projectors.

Unlike Koppelmann at el, who used the spherlcal-wsve reciprocity

parameter and calibrated at distances well into the far field,
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Brendel and Ludwig u_ed oocditloas that were closer to a place

wave, as described by Simsons and Urlck [25] (see equation (12)),

and calibrated at a transducer-reflector separation comparable to

the near-field length N = a_/A where a I is the effective radius of

the auxiliary transducer, Figure 2 shows that this distance is

within the region where the propagation approximates to bhat of a

plane wave. If a shorter distance Were chosen, the measurements

with the hydrophone would become extremely difficult due to the

complicated structure of the acoustic field. The experimental

apparatus is shown in Figure 4.

bursIT°ne- ImpedanCe-matchingI "L _ _i_-"_=

k Auxiliary - .A=- -Jj Hydrophone

generolor ne,work --._-----_ "--'_// _ 5

Iransducer[ 7..----_1 L---

Refleclor

Figure 4 Experimental arrangement for two-transducer reciprocity

calibration method used by Brendel and Ludwig [35].

i
Brsndcl and Ludwig introduced numerous corrections which become

important at megahertz frequesclea. The reciprocity parameter must

be modified to take into account departures of the field fr_

plane-wave conditions:

j = 2A kul G1 e2=d 2 (17)

pOP k2 0_
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where:

kul = Correction to open-circuit voltage of auxiliary transducer

ku = Correction to open-circuit voltage of hydrophmne

r = Amplitude reflection coefficient at the reflector

GI = Diffraction-loss ccrreotlon during self-reclprooity

G2 = Diffraction-loam correction during hydrophone calibration
a = Sound attenuation coefficient of the transmission medium

d2 = Distance Cram hydrcphone to reflector.

i
The correction factor ku is the sane as Mc/ML from equation (I),
but Brendel and Ludwig merely state that it can be determined by

measurements of the impedances of the hydrophone and the connected

load, The factor kul is defined as the ratio of the short-circult

current Is to the driving current 11. The reflection coefficient r
is derived from the characteristic acoustic impedances of the

materials used and of the transmission medium. Brendel and Ludwig

also introduced corrections for reflections at the auxiliary

transducer and at the hydrophone. However, the former is incorrect

and the latter is inapplicable to free-field calibrations, as

acknowledged by Belssner [16].

The fachore GI and G2 are functions of the normalised distance
s = D/N where D is the total path length from transducer to

hydrophone. These corrections are necessary because the hydrophone

is not situated in a plane acoustic field. The function GI

describes the ultrasonic diffraction loss of the auxiliary

transducer when self-reclproclty is being performed. The correction

G2 describes the sound pressure averaged over the hydrophone
element as a function of the normalised distance and the effective

diameter ratio of the transducers. The theoretical curves according

to Fay [36] are shown in Figure 5; the values of the GI correction

are given by the curve for a hydrophone/tranedumer diameter ratio

of unity,

The attenuation coefficient is proportional to the square of the

frequency and is temperature dependent. The attenuation only needs

to be considered for the distance d2 between the hydrophone and the

reflector because the terms for the other propagation distances

easosl,

Brendel and Ludwig measured' the free-field pressure sensitivity of
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Figure 5 Average pressure versus normalised distance for different

hydrophone/transduoer dia_eter ratios.

a probe hydrophone as a function of frequency from I to 10 HHz when

connected to a specified electrical lead (le the end-of-cable

sensitivity). At some frequencies several measurements were made

using different auxiliary transduners, requiring the use of

different corrections. The variation in these calibration values

was generally less than _ 0.3 dB (_ 4_). Larger differences

occurred above 8 MHz if the nominal transducer diameter was used

for the corrections instead of the effective diameter determined

from measurements of its field characteristics. Below 1.6 HHz the

variation was _ 1 dB (_ 12%). A measurement uncertainty of _ I dB

in the pressure sensitivity is suggested as the result of an

uncertainty of _ 10% in the near-fleld length for 0.5 < s < 3. No

estimate is given of the systematic or random uncertainties In the

technique but the authors claimed this to be one Of the best ways

for the precision calibration of s,lall hydrophones at megahertz

frequenoles

Beissner [16] presented a theoretical Justification for an IgC

standard [37] based on the reciprocity technique (see

Section 2.1.4). He developed the work by Brendei and Ludwig to

include more detailed e_planations of the correcrices for
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attenuation and finite electrical loading (from which equation (I)

is derived).

Lewin [6] performed two-transducer reciprocity at 20 kHz frequency

intervals up to 10 MHz on a PVDF needle probe hydrophone and

compared these results with those of three-transducer reciprocity

which was performed in 50 kHz steps up to 6.5 MHz. Differences

between these calibrations were less than Z 0.5 dB (! 6%) but no

uncertainty value is stated. A third oalibratimn was performed but

there is no mention of the technique used. These results were used

by Gloereen et al [38] in a comparison between reciprocity and

planar scanning (see Section 2.2.3) where agreement was within

0.5 dB (_ 6%) with an uncertainty of approximately _ I dB (_ 12%)

being attributed to each of the measurement methods.

Livett et al [39] and Preston and Livett [40] have described the

technique used for reciprocity at NPL which was similar to that of

Brendel and Ludwig [35] and to the experimental method recommended

by the IEC [37]. The main experimental modification to the

technique resulted from the size of the PVDF membrane hydrophones

used at NFL [7, 8] which prevented the element of the hydrophone

being plaeed physieally close to the auxiliary transducer. For this

reason, after calibrating the auxiliary transducer by

self-reclprocity, the reflector was removed from the water

altogether and the hydropheme placed at twice the distance of the

reflector from the transducer. This required an extra factor r2

(r is the amplitude reflection coefficient at the steel/water

interface) in the reciprocity parameter (equation (17)). The

systematic uncertainties quoted in the technique used at NPL were

estimated by linear summation of the contributing components to be

8% at 0.5 MHz, ± 12_ at 10 MHz and ± 20% at 15 MHz. Overall

uncertainties at the 95_ confidence level were: ± 4% at 0.5 MHz,

8% at 10 MHz and Z 12% at 15 MHz. The random uncertainty was

typically _ 2_. Livett et al [39) and Preston et al [41] analysed

the sources of uncertainty in detailj giving the oorreotioms aed

uncertainties for the finite lead impedances used. At NPL, several

absolute calibration techniques are used and an intercomparison

between these techniques (discussed is Section 4) showed agreement

within the estimated uncertainties.
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2.1.4 ISC publication 866 [37]

Me review of hydrcphonm calibration techniques would be complete

without stressing the importance of international standards which

recommend promeduresp calculations and corrections, which have been

agrs_.d by world exports in the field. Thus IEC standard 866 [37],

prepared by Technical Committee 29D, provides Just such a consensus

of ideas for the two-transducer reciprocity technique. Discussions

of the determination of correction factors, the calculation of

results and the statement of accuracy are included, as well as

details of the recommended mmastArement conditions and experimental

method. The standard recommends use of the plane-wave reoiproolty

parameter with corrections for dlffraoticn losses am suggested by

Bpendel and Ludwig [35] and defines a proc_ure to be used for

dmtermlni_g the effective radius of the auxillary trmmsdnomr.

2.2 Planar soannin_

Am an absolute calibration technique, planar scanning relates the

value of total tlme-averaged output power from a transducer

(measured using a method which is traceable to electrical or

mechanical units) to the integral of the square of the voltage

measured by scanning a hydrophone over the whole beam in a plane

perpendicular to the beam axis. A value for the pressure

sensitivity of the hydrophone aan be obtained if the hydrophone is

scanned over the beam at a distance from the transducer where the

plane-wave approximation of intensity applies [14].

2.2.1 Methods of total output power measurement at NBS

Many authors of papers dlsousslr_ the planar scanning technique

usmd transducers with a known and reproducible output power such as

the calibrated standard transducers provided by the National Bureau

of Standards (NBS), Washington, DO. Thus it is relevant to consider

the methods used nb NaB to measure the total output power _om

their standard quartz transducers as reported by Millar and Eitzmn

[42]. Three methods are desorlbed for determining the total power

or the radiation conductance Gr = W/V 2, where W Is the power

produced by a given input rms voltage V.

The first is an equlvalenb circuit method [43] for which the NBS
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standard quartz transducers are very suitable. The equivalent

circuit is approximately valid for quartz crystals but not for PZT

and other materials. This method requires the measurement of the

input impedance of the transducer under three conditions:

(i) unloaded (is with the transducer in air), (ii) leaded (ie with

the transducer in water) and (iii) clamped (is with both faces of

the piezoelectric crystal held stationary). To make these

measurements, NBS used a special twin-T bridge which is difficult

and ezpenslve to obtain. Absolute power levels from 5 pW to about

I W can be determined by this technique with uncertainties

estimated to be less than ± 5_.

The second is a calorimetric method which compares the rise in

temperature of an attenuating liquid, due to ahcorptlon of the

ultrasound, with the temperature rise produced by electrical

heating. NBS use a calorimeter developed by gapf et al [44] which

has tam hells with absorbing fluid passiug through each in

identical circuits. While the ultrasousd beam heats one call, an

electrical heating element heats the other cell at the same rate,

under feedback control, and the electrical power required is

measured. This equipment is capable of measuring _itrasunic power

from 0.5 mW to 10 W over a frequency range of I to 15 MHz. The

uncertainty figure quoted is _ (7% + 0.2 mW). A full account of the

sources of uncertainty involved and how they were evaluated and

combined is given by Zapf et ml in another publication [45].

The third method is a modulated radiation force technique which

measures the total forward-radlated ultrasonic power. In this

method contlnuoua-wave ultrasound is amplitude modulated at a

frequency of 39 Hz and the ultrasound is directed vertically

upwards towards a conical reflecting target with a half-angle of

45°. The modulated radiation force is measured using an

electromagnetic sensor which detects any slight movement of the

tnrget and, via a feedback device, applies a restoring force using

an electromagnetic drive unit (see Figure 6), thus leaving the

target approximately stationary. The technique is claimed be be

applicable over a frequency range from 100 kHz to 30 MHz with a

total estimated uncertainty ranglag from _ 2.2_ at I MHZ to _ 12_

at 30 MHz for pewere between 10 _W and 10 W. Acoustic streaming is

likely to be significant in this system, particularly for

frequencies above 10 MHz, altho_h its effect or any preventative
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measures are not mentioned. However, a re-assessment has sines

produced larger uncertainties due to sbresmlng effects which are so

hard to evaluate that only a maximum possible uneertainby ran be

estimated by using the total attenuation in the medium.

L/_ A I

V _ k4 " ELECT.O-

UNDERTEST

Figure 6 Schematic of the modulated radiation force balance.

A paper by Sreenspan et al [46] reports an intereomperlson between

the modulated radiation force technique and the other two

techniques used at NBS. Results are given for 14 different

transducers of the sir-backed quartz bype over the frequency range

2 to 19 MHa. The equivalent olrcuit method gave agreement with the

radiation force technique within the measurement unoertalntles for

11 out of the 14 cases. For one of the 9 MHZ transducers the error

bars failed to overlap by 1.3_ whilst for the two 15 MHz

transducers the corresponding figures were _.5_ and 9.9_. The

calorimetric technique gave systematically lower values than the

radiation force technique, but the agreement was within the _ 7_

uncertainty assigned to the calorimeter measurements and in most

cases the agreement was mesh better.

An earlier interoemparisen of total power measurement techniques,

reported by Stewart [12], involved the equivalent circuit method at

I
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NBS and a radiation force balance, an aoousto-opttc technique and a

calorimetric method et BRH (Bureau of Radimlogioal Health, now

Centre for Devices and Radiological Health, CDRH). Two quartz

air-becked transducers were used, each with a resonant frequency of

2 MHz. Apart from two of the five measurements ualng the radiation

force method, the results were within ± 8_ of the mean value at

each power level. However, Haranet al [47] have reported a more

recent intercemperlson of the aeousto-optle and radiation force

methods at BRH, using lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducer

crystals, which _howed much smaller random uncertainties (± 1.2_

and _ 6.3_ respectively, at the 95_ confidence level) than for the

interoomparison conducted by NHS and BRH.

2.2.2 An international interoompariaon of total power measurement

After testing their standard quartz transducers, NBS found tbem to

be linear (is the power output was proportional to the square of

the voltase), so that each transducer could be characterised by a

single radiation conductance (Gr). They also found tbat this value

was the same, within experimental error, as that determined at low

power levels by the equivalent circuit method, and over the rar4e

50 to 750 m_ by the calorimetric method. An international

intercemparison of measurements of the continuous-wave power

emitted by these transducers was arranged [48]; HBS Washington

served as the pilot laboratory and there were seven other

particlpatinE laboratories as follows:

National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, USA

Radiation Protection Bureau, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Bureau of Radlological Health (now Centre for Devices and

HadloloEical Health), Beck'villa,Haryland, USA

Ultrasonics Institute, Sydney, Australia

Rhysikallseh-Teehnieche Bundesanstalt, Braunschwelg, FRG

National Physical Laboratory, Teddln_ton, Middlesex, UK.

A total of eight different techniques were used, some laboratories

ucias more than one. They included reciprocity and an optical

(Raman-Nath) technique as well as the methods mentioned in

Section 2.2.1. Transducers of 2 and 5 MHz resonant frequency were

used, with the agreement between the laboratories being best at
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5 MHZ. However, for the power range 2.5 mW to 2.5 W in all cases

except one, the deviation of the average value far each

laboratory's technique from the grand average of all the

lebaratorlee was less than that laboratory,s estimate of the

uncertainty.

This international interccmparlson represented a large step forward

in the establishment of world standards in medical ultrasound bF

demonstrating agreement between different techniques and between

different laboratories.

2.2.3 Calibrations of hydrephonea

In 1973, Herman et al [491 calibrated a ceramic needle probe

hydrophcne at one frequency (I MHz) ualnE the planar scanning

technique and obtained agreement with the sphere radiometer

technique (see Section 2.5.2). The only uncertainty quoted is + 9_

in the determination of total power using the radiation pressure on

a float. In an attempt by Fischella and Carson [50] to identify and

quantify some of the Inacouracles in the use of minlatnrs

hydraphones for characterising medical ultrasound equipment, they

measured the total power from a focused pulse-echo transducer,

firstly using a radiation force balance incorporating a feedback

mierohalance, and secondly by scanning the acoustic field in the

focal plane with a hydrophone calibrated by the manufacturer

(Mediscan Inc who used a sphere radiometer, see Section 2.5). Scans

in two perpendicular directions were used, assuming cyllndrinal

symmetry. The uncertainty in the measurement of total power was

estimated to be _+ 25_ far bath techniques, bat discrepancies of

approximately _+ 300_ were found. These large errors were attributed

primarily to severe variations in the frequency response

characterimtles of the ceramic (PZT) material used in the

hydrophone, and to the inability to adequately determine that

raBponan,

A more promising version of this technique using a pVDF needle

probe hydrophone was reported in 1981 by Jones et al [511. The

object of this investigation was to determine the frequency

reaponee of the hydrophone over a range of frequencies from I to

10 MHZ so that the hydrephone could be used to derive acoustic

Intenaitiea with a small uncertainty; preferably lesa than _+ 30_
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(le with an uncertainty in the pressure sensitivity of less than

+ 15%). Again two perpendicular beam plots in either the focal

plane or the far field were used, and cyllndrlcai symmetry was

assumed. Medical pulse-echo transducers were u_ed as sources and

these had been previously calibrated by the NBS (see Section 2.2.I

and [42]). Initially, these transducers were used to calibrate n

radiation force balance which had an absorbing target [52].

Calibrations of the hydrophone were then performed at nine

frequencies to obtain values for the intensity response factor (see

discussion in Section 1.4). To check the callbration, the

hydrophone was then calibrated st the Bureau of Hadlological Health

(BRH) using a similar method which is described below. Figure

7 illustrates the good agreement between the two different

methods.

A detailed analysis of uncertainties is presented by Jones etal,

includlng contributions from the following: the assumption of

cylindrical symmetry; the repreducibillty of the spatial integral;

the temporal stability of the hydrophene voltage response; the

measurement of voltages; the hydrophone miamlignmant, and the

uncertainty in the independent measurement of total output power by

NBS. These uncertainties were combined in quadrature giving a total

uncertainty in the pressure sensitivity of + 12%. The uncertainties

in the BRH values are also quoted as + 12%.

The planar scanning technique used at BRH has been described is

several papers [38, 51, 53, 54] but the most complete treatment was

produced in 1982 by Herman and Harris [13]. Unfortunately, in this

paper the intensity response factor was used and then values for

the pressure sensitivity derived assuming the plane-wave

approximation. The main difference between the method used at BRH

and those already described was the use of a raster scan over a

square section of a plane in the far field, a method which did not

require the assumption of cylindrical symmetry. It was not possible

to _ntegrate over the whole transducer beam because the signal fell
below the noise level of the system at a certain distance from the

beam axis. At BRH, contributions were excluded beyond a pressure

level equal to 10% of the spatial peak value, although AIUM/NEHA

[I] recommends a threshold of 5%.
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Figure 7 Hydrophone pressure sensitivity as determined by:

• Jones et al and

x BRH.

The curve represents the antilogarithe of a least-squares

polynomial fitted to the logarithm of the nine points

reported by Jones et el. The values have been converted

from the intensity response factors given in [51]

assvznieg the plane-wave approximation of intensity [14]

applies.

german and Harris discuss several sources of uncertainty hitherto

unmentioned: a correction for the attenuation of ultrasound in

water; the uncertainty in the rectangular spatial integration

across the field; an error due to the spatial averaging of pressure

over the finite area of the hydrophone and due to the directivlty

function of the hydrophone; the contributions missed by using a 10%

threshold; a very small uncertainty due to scanning over a plane

rather than the spherical surface assumed in deriving the above

unoertelnbles, and finally an uncertainty due to the assumption of

the plane-wave approximation of intensity (see [14]). The total
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measurement uncertainties has been obtained for interammparisone

between planar scannimgt reciprocity and interferometry at NPL [41]

(see Section 4.1).

2.2.4 The draft IEC standard on planar scanning [56]

As in Section 2.1.4, it in of great importance to discuss the

progress In international standardisation of calibration technlqsaa

using the planar scanning principle. This type of calibration is

recommended by the AIUM/NEMA Safety Standard [1] with some

description of measurement procedures. An important contribution to

the standardisation of planar Scanning is the draft lEO standard

[56] being prepared by Working Group 8 of IEC Technical Committee

29D. Thls document gives definitions of parameters, derivations of

equations and a description of the measurement procedure

recommended to produce the most accurate results. There in also a

comprehensive section dealing with corrections and so_roes of

uncertainty.

This draft standard suggests allowing for the directional response

of the hydrophone either by rotating the hydrophone for maximum

signal at each point of the scan, or by calculation for frequencies

below 5 MHZ where the effect of the hydrophone'e dlrectivity ia

less important. Equations are also given for the evaluation of the

integral for both diametrical beam scans and a raster-scan

technique. Another correction, which has not been mentioned

previously, ooncernc the high-frequency components introduced by

flnite-amplltude distortion of the wavefcrm due to nonlinear

propagation. A criterion is given for the degree of distortion

allowable before a specified percentage error is introduced.

This draft IEC standard uses the pressure sensitivity of the

hydrophone HL in all the equations, an corrections and
uncertainties are given in terms of pressure rather than intensity.

The equation used for determining the hydrophone sensitivity is

equation (;8) and the recommended correction to open-circuit

sensitivity is equation (I).



2._ Optical techniques

A review paper by Haran [11] on the visualisation and measurement

of ultrasonic wavefrunbs deals extensively with optical methods and

divides them into the two main categories of optical diffraetlom

and optical interferometry.

Optical diffraction techniques are largely qualitative and ere used

for visualising ultrasound beams, althot_h Startle [57] proposed a

schlieren method yielding quantitative measurements of the acoustic

pressure integrated along the optical axis. grlkson [58] also used

an optloal diffraction technique to calibrate a miniature

ultrasonic hydrophoee. The light beam passed through the ultrasound

field of a projecting transducer at the point where a needle probe

hydrophone had been placed (see Figure 9), Long tonebursta were

required and the ultrasound beam had to be mapped in advance by

seannlng the hydrophose along the optical axis. This information

could be used to calculate the acoustic pressure at a point in the

beam on the optical axis from the measured integral of the acoustic

pressure along the whole amls. Erlkson calibrated hydrophonee is

this way and claimed sufficient accuracy for use in medical

ultrasound characterisation but, if the hydrophone is to be used as

a reference standa_p he recommend8 the use of other calibration

methods as well. A comprehensive treatment is given of p_eslble

sources of unoertalaty including: the valldlty of simple

phase-gratlng (Raman-Natb) theory; the accuracy of the accepted

value for the aooueto-optlo coefficient of water; the effect of the

acoustic pulse length compared wlth the optical silt width; the

angle of incidence of light on the sound beam; the homogeneity of

the sound field and finite-amplitude effects in water. Relbold [59]

has desorlbed the measurement of time-averaged acoustic intensity

by the evaluation of the surface rellef produced by the radiation

pressure of a propagating sound wave striking the free liquid

surface from the liquid side. The tecbniqun used double-exposure

holography to reconctrunt the surface as a fringe pattern

corresponding to the 0ontours of the surface. Surface tension had

to he corrected for and an uncertainty of Z 5% in the measurement

of acoustic intensity was estimated,

Optical Interferometri0 techniques are widely used to determine the

change is the optical path length of a light beam (usually that
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Figure9 Calibration of a probe hydrophonm using ultrasonic light

diffraction (after Kelkson [58]).

produced by a stabilised laser) and such a method can be used to

determine the amplitude of the particle displacement in the

acoustic field from a transducer. From this measurement the

acoustlo pressure amplitude can be derived if spherical- or

plane-wave propagation is assumed so that the relationshlp

p = p c = a (19)

holds, where p is the acoustic pressure amplitude, a the

amplltude of the particle dlsplacement) p the density of the

medium, c the speed of sound and _ the angular frequency. Thus the

acoustic pressure Is known at a point in the acoustic field and) by

measuring the voltage generated by a hydrophone placed at that

point, a vaiuo for the pressure eeealtlvlty can be determined.

Systems differ mainly in their methods of compensating for

envlronmental vibrations, which are a major problem as they cause

displacements many orders of magnitude greater than the acoustic

displacement being measured (less than I rim).
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2.3.1 Measurement of acoustic dieplaoumect

Although optical interferomatric techniques have been widely used

for m_asuring displacements of vibrating objects, it is only in

recent years that these techniques have been applied to the

measurement of the mush smaller dlsplaoemeets causod by an

ultrasonic wave travelling in water [50]. _is is because of the

difficulty of overcumlng the problem of environmental vibrations.

Several papers have been published describing the development and

progress at the RCA Laboratories {Princeton, New Jersey, USA) of

the "Ultrasonovlsios" system for _easurinE acoustlc wavefroets as

part of a technique for producing acoustical images, Several of

these papers cover similar material and most of the relevant

information is contained in [61]-[54]. The interferumeter described

in these papers was basically a Miohelson-type interferometer with

a "wiggler" which caused a vibration of the reference mirror at

around 25 kHz giving a phase variation of at least 180 °. This

induced phase variation meant that the phase corresponding to

maximum sensitivity (with the reference be=n 900 out-of-phase with

the signal beam so that the slope of intensity versus phase was

steepest) was repeatedly traversed, so that by measuring the peak

value of the signal the effect of az_blent vibrations was minlmlesd.

The mirror in the signal beam was a thin (6 pm) metallised plastic

pellicle that was suspended in water so that the acoustic wave

passed through it (see Figure 10). Thus the laser beam could

interrogate the acoustie beam at the point on the pelliele on which

it was focussed. This point could be scanned across the ultrasound

beam by rotating and tilting a system of mirrors.

A minimum measurable displacement amplitude of O.O1 ne is given

with a bandwidth of approx_,ately 10 MUz, but it is suggested that

the minimum detectable displacement would be 0.7 pm if the minimum

bandwidth of the entire system (approximately 50 kHz) were used.

There is no discussion or statement of uneertaimties_ apart from a

brief mastics of a measurement on a transducer teat bad been

previously calibrated by the US NaVF Underwater Sound Reference

Laboratory at I HHz usinE an undlsclosed technique. The agreement

was within • 5_ but no results are given.
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Figure 10 Arrangement of "Ultrasonovlslon" Interferometer.

A later version of the "Ultrasoeovlslon" [63, 64] dispensed with

the "wiggler" because it could nob measure acoustic pulses charter

than 10 _a. The later system for stabilisation employed a 900 phase

shift in the reference beam so that when the two beams were

reoombined they were in phase-quadrature. By squaring the signals

before recemblning them it was possible to produce a system with

constant sensitivity although it then measured the square of the

pressure. Again, no Justification is given for the unbelievable

claim of an uncertainty of ± 0.5 dB (_ 8%) in measurements of

2.5 MHZ ultrasound pulses of 1 pm displacement! In fact, this

uncertainty value is only mentioned in the abstract of [83] and net

at all in the paper itself. From hle experience of the

"Ultrasonovision" system, Hares [11] suggests that a more realistic

value for the minlm_m detectable displacement is 100 pm which is

one hundred t_es larger than that stated in [61].

In 1978, gpea_e [65] described the use of an interferemeter,

designed and built at AERE/_arwelI, for the absolute calibration of

ultrasonic transducers. This interferometer was also based on the

i Micheleon interferometer but the technique for eliminating ambient
! vibrations employed an electro-optic cell [66] which, using ai

feedback system, shifted the frequency of the reference beam by the

t
E

1
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same amount as the vibrating surface shifted the frequency of the

signal beam due to the Doppler effect. A pha_e-looked loop was

formed so that the reference beam tracked the phase of the eignal

beam and compensated for all the low-frequency vibrations up to a

frequency of about 10 kHz. Above thls frequency, movements of the

vibratlng surface were detected without compensation In the

reference beam and could be meaeured with a oinlmam detectable

displacement of 0.01 nm although the bandwidth is not given. The

optical arrangement of the interferometer is shown schematically in

Figure 11. The laser beam could be focussed to a spot size of leae

than 0.2 mm in diameter, a11owing localised areas of the vibrating

surface to be examined wlth thlm spatial resolution.
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Figure 11 Optical arrangement of the AERE/_rwell phase-locked [

i interferometer. !
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Baboux et al [67] used an AERE/Harwell interferometer to

interrogate the free liquid surface and determlne the acoustic

displacement. This technique was not used for the calibration of

hydrophones and was developed primarily to measure acoustic

parameters in the near field of the transducer.

In the system used by the "Ultranonovision" Interferometer C61]_

the laser bean passed throogh the acoustic field in the water

behind the psllicle, requiring a correotlon for the effect of the

acousto-optie interaction on the refractive index of water.

However, this correction was only calculated for plame-wave

eondltlons so, for measurements in the near field, it would be

necessary to use either a pellicle and re-calculate the

acousto-optie correction or a surface reflection technique such as

that of Relbold [59] or Baboux et al [67] and calculate the

consldnrable effect of surface tension. For measurements made in

the far field it would be possible to use a pelllcle to reflect the

laser beam without further calculation of the aeoueto-optic effect.

Further work by Heibald and Molkenstruck [68] used a laser

interfercmnter to measure displacements comparable with or larger

than the wavelength of the laser light by using two interferemetric

signals in phase quadrature. This was of use for large

dlsplacements (> 10 era)from transducerssuch as those produced for

medical diagnostic scanning. However, this method had a resolution

of only 0.5 nm and in any case such large displacements are

difficult to produce at frequencies above a few MHz.

Finally, a laser interfernmeter developed by Nagal and Iizuka

[69, 71] used a Bragg cell to split the laser beam and shift the

frequency of the reference beam by 30 MHZ (fs). The signal beam was

modulated at the ultrasonic frequency (fm) . When the reference and

signal beams were reeombined, the received signals at the beat

frequencies fe and Ife + fmI were used to determine the amplitude
of the displacement which was causing the modulation of the signal

beam•

2.3.2 Hydrophene calibration

Some of the methods dsmcribed in Section 2.3.1 for measuring

acoustic displacement have not been used as techniques for

hydrophone calibration. Others used previously-calibrated

...... !
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hydrophones for validation purposes, the results from which are

relevant be this review along with the results from the techniques

which have been used to calibrate hydrophones.

The "Ultrasonovision" system [61]-[64] was developed at the RCA

laboratories primarily be produce acoustical images, hence its

ability to scan across a pellicle placed in the field. However, it

is possible to replace the pellicle with a hydrophone after

measuring the displacement at a point in the flcld, thus

determining the absolute sensitivity of that hydrophone. Harris et

al [70] reported the use of this method to provide an absolute

calibration of several hydrophones. No discussion of uneertaintiesp

measurement set-up or procedure is given, so it is not possible to

evaluate its usefulness compared with other methods.

Reibold and Molkenstruck [72] used a laser interferometer with the

aiEnal beam incident on a pellicle oonsistlng of 6 _m thlek

aluminium fell stretched across a ring placed on the surface of the

water. This meant that no correction for the aeousho-optio

interaction was required because the optical beam did not pass

through any water. Fourier analysis of the signal obtained using a

short acoustic pulse was used to compare the output-voltage

spectrum from the hydrophone with the acoustic-velocity spectrum

(obtained from the derivative of the displacement with time) from

the interferometer. Ne absolute values of sensitivity are given but

the frequency responses of three types of hydrophone were compared

between 0.5 and 3 MHz. The resolution was limited (probably by the

digitisation sampling increment) to I nm. There seems to have been

no stabilisation system. No other uncertainties are stated nor was

there a comparison wlth any other calibration technique.

Nagal and lIzuka [71] used a hydrophone which had been Drevioualy

calibrated by the manufacturer (Medlsoan Inc), using an unspecified

technique and with unknown accuracy, to validate their

interferoeetric technique. According to gischella and Carson [50],

Medisean calibrated their hydrophones using a sphere radiometer

(see Section 2.5). Nagal and Iizuka used a plastic film pelllcle as

an optical reflector and, as with the "Ultraconovision" eystemp it

was mounted vertically in the tank with the ultrasound being

transmitted along a horizontal axis. An accuracy of Z 20% is

suggested for their technique, this figure being derived from the
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repeatability of the determination of total output power using

diametrical scans across the pellicle in the acoustic field.

Agreement with the hydrophone was within _ I0_ for the measurement

of peak displacement.

The optical phase-looked interferometer developed at AEBB/Harwell

and described by Speaks _65] and by Drain et al [73] was further

developed, specifically to calibrate hydrophonss, by AERE/Harwell

in consultation with NPL under s contract partially supported by

the European Economic Communities, Bureau Communltalre de Reference

(BCR). NPL was responsible for defining and verifying the

performance specifications, for applying the device to the

calibration of hydrophones, and for studying the sources of

systematic and random uncertainty in the calibration technique. The

most complete description of the system, treatment of uncertainties

and validation of the technique can be found in the final reports

of the BCR contract [74] and [75]. Other papers dealing with the

syst_ and its performance are by Preston et ai [41], Bacon et al

[76] and Preston E77].

The interferemeter used n thin pelllele of either 5 _m or 3 _m

thick mylar with a thin gold coating. As the mount in the water

tank was designed for calibrating PVDF membrane hydrephones _8],

the pellicles were made to the same dimensions as the hydrophones.

Thus, during calibration, it was easy to replace the hydropbone

with the pellicle after aligning the laser spot on the active

element of the hydrophone. Calibrations were made in the far field

of the transducers so the plane-wave correction for the

acoueto-optle interaction could be used. Figure 12 shows the

interferomeber schematically. The uncertainties have been very

thoroughly assessed for this technique as it is used as a primary

standard, The overall unmertaintles (95% confidence level] range

from _ 2.1% at 0.5 MHz to _ 3.4_ at 10 MHz and _ 6.3% at 15 MHz.

The largest contribution to these uncertainties was from the

determination of the frequency response of the photodiode

detectors; it is hoped to have these re-calibrated and thus reduce

the uncertainties. The interferemeter at NPL has been intercompared

with the reciprocity and planar scanning techniques and agreement

was satisfactory when all the results were corrected to a water

temperature of 20 OC. This intercempnrlson is discussed in greater

detail in Section 4.1. The results of the calibration using the
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interferometer were _iso in agreementj within bhe unoertaintles,

wlth the theoretical membrane hydropbone frequency-response model

of Bacon [78], see Figure 13.

..cu _

Figure 12 Schematic diagram of the interferometer used at NPL for

hydrophone calibration.

i'
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Figure 13 Interfercmetcr calibration values for a 25 _ copl_ar

shielded PVDF membrane hydrephcne compared wlth Bacon's

thecretimal frequency°response model [78] (solid line).

2.4 Nonlinear propcgatton technique

This technique uses the sewtooth acoustic waveform produced by

finite-amplitude distortion due to the nonlinear propaEatton of

ultrasound is water. The rate of decrease in amplltude with axial

distance depends on the initial amplitude. It Is therefore possible

to determine this _mplltude by measuring the variation of the

output velteEe from a hydrophone placed In the field of a

projecting transducer as the drive voltage Is varied. Knowing the

initial amplitude, it in possible to calculate the amplitude mad

frequency content at a point in the field, enabling a hydrophone

placed at that point to be calibrated by Fourier analysis of its

output mlgnal (see glgurs 14). The main advantage of this technique

is its ability to ealiOrate hydr0phones at frequencies up to

70 MHz, well above the limit of other techniques (approximately

15 MHz).

There are only two known papers dsnllng wlth this technique, whleh

i
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suah a waveform.
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was devised by Bacon at NPL. The first of these [78] derives a

theoretical frequency-response model for membrane hydrophones baBed

on lmown properties of PVDF film. An early version of the absolute

calibration technique was used to test the theory between 0.5 end

15 MHz with the conclusion that good agreement with theory can be

aehimved if the piezoelectric voltage coefficient is assumed

constant with frequensy. This theoretical model was useful for the

second paper by Bacon [79], which describes the absolute

calibration technique, as there was no other valid calibration

technique above 15 HHz. The second paper gives the theoretical

calculation method for determining the frequency content at a point

in the nonlinear acoustic field. Also given are calibration results

using a I HHz fundamental for frequencies from I to I_ MHz, a 2 HHz

fundamental for frequencies from 2 to 28 HHz and a 5 HHz

fundamental for frequencies from 5 to 70 MHz. These results were

combined and compared with reciprocity and planar scanning

calibrations up to 15 HBa and were found to agree to well within

the stated uncertslntims. The results of this comparison are shown

graphically in Figure 23 (see Section 4.I). The theoretical

frequency-response model described above was compared with this

technique and agreement was within + 5_ right up to 70 HHz (see

Figure 15). These two comparisons were sufficient to validate the

teehnique; the estimated uncertainty was approximately + 15_.

No other attempt to employ this sallbratimn technique has been

reported despite the importance of _nowing the frequency response

of hydrophones up to over 70 HHz for measurements on pulsed medical

diagnostic equipment [9, 10].
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2.5 Radiation pressure on a small sphere

The existence of a radiation pressure proportional to the mean

energF density in an acoustic wave is well documented in the

literature. Large targets which intercept the whole beam, und

therefore measure the total power, are commonly used and some of

these are mentioned in Section 2.2. It is also possible to map the

distribution of enerEy within a beam by using a small tarEet such

as a sphere suspended in pendulum fashion (see Figure 16).

Enowing the effects of reflection from a small sphere, the

displacement of the target d due to the radiation force F r can be

used to determine the local acoustic intensity I using the

following two equations:

F = e_d (20)
r (L2 _ d2)1/2
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Figure 16 Forces acting a_n a sphere suspended in a so_d field.
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_a2y

where Y is the radiation force per unit cross section per unit

energy density, a dimensionless constant known as the acoustic

radiation force function. It is the calculation of this acoustic

radiation force function Y which has attracted a large amount of

effort from researchers in order to find the most suitable size and

material for the sphere.

2.5.1 Measurement of acoustic intensity

One of the earliest attempts to solve the problems involved in

determining the effects of radiation pressure on small spheres was

presented in 1934 by King [80]. He produced a wnll-respected and

frequently-referenced theoretical analysis of the effect on a rigid

sphere in a frictlonlese medium. The assumption of these ideal

conditions was to enable orders-of-magnitude calculations to be

made and to assist the design of torsion balances for optimum

sensitivity. He correctly stated that, if such instruments proved

suitable for sound measurement, it would be possible to extend hle

analysis to include the compressibility of the sphere end the
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viscosity of the medium. In fact that was exactly what happened.

King developed the following equation for the mean radiation

pressure over the sphere _ for spheres of radius a, small in

comparison to the wavelength, and for plane progressive waves:

_ 4(ka)4f(po/Pl)_ (22)a2

where _ is the mean energy density, k is the wavenumber (=2_IR) and

f(po/pl) is the relative density factor given by:

1 + _(t-po/Pl )2 (23)
f(P°/Pl) = (2 + PolO1)2

where PO is the density of the medium and Pl the density of the

sphere.

In 1940, Fox [81] used King's theory be compute the relevant

constants for spheres with radii of the order of a wavelength (ka

from I to 20). He also claimed that the method could be extended to

obtain values of the constants for any size of sphere wlth an

accuracy of better than _ 1%, although at this stage no

experimental verification had been given. The theoretical analysis

was extended by Faran [82] in 1951 to take into account both shear

waves and cospressional waves which can exist in solid scatterers.

Computed scattering patterns were verified by experimental

measurements made using metal cylinders in water, although no

memaurementa were made on spheres. In 1857, Maldanik [83] made use

of a general formulation derived by Weatervelt [84] to compute a

general expression for the force exerted on a soatterlng sphere by

a plane progressive wave. Numerical results were calculated for

both 'hard' and 'soft' spheres and it was concluded that there

could be advantages in using a 'soft' sphere for measuring the

absolute intensity of acoustic flelda in liquids because the force

is several times greater and the variation of the force with ka is

smoother.

Yosioka et al [85] investigated the effect of plane waves on steel

spheres in comparison with King'm theory [80] and on liquid spheres

using their own theory for compresalble spheres. Experimental

evidence is given showing that the results obtained using steel

spheres were larger than those obtained using liquid spheres by

8.5 _ 3%. The authors suggest that the true acoustic intensity
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level was rather closer to the value calculated using the liquid

spheres as the variation between the measurements was essentially

Indepe_ent of either the frequency, the radius Of the liquid

spheres or the temperature; also because there is distinct evidence

of departure from King's theory for the steel spheres due to

elastic vibration. _segawa and Ycsioka [86] produced a theory to

take account of this elasticity and obtained experimental evldeuse

to validate its use in preference to King's theory.

Dunn et al [87] published experimental results showing that, for

observations avoiding the resonance minima of the radiation force

function Y (see Figure 17), acoustic intensity could be determined

to an accuracy of approximately _ 3% if the value of Y was

calculated using the theory of Hausgawa and Yoaloka [86].

1,0 ...... , , ,

2

0.4

Olll IIIII,frl
0 _ 8 12 15 20 2_ 28 32 36 40 4_ _8 52

ka

Figure 17 Radiation force function Y, as a function of ka for type

440C stainless steel, where k is the wavenumber and a

the radius of the sphere, as determined by Dunn et el

[87].

Further work by Hasegawa and Xosioka [88] using fused silica

spheres made possible the determination of ultrasonic intensity and

calibration of ultrasonim probes with uncertainties of less than

2_, Anson et al [89, 90] and Chivere and Anson [91] have
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investigated sources of error caused by inaccuracies in the value

of the sound velocity, density and temperature of the spherical

target. They have also considered the effect of the mounting

configuration and suspension of the sphere, finding that these

problems greatly overshadowed inaccuracies in the calculation of Y.

These authors have shown that a more suitable material for the

sphere would be alumina, boron carbide or polyethylene as these

materials have wldely-spaced, shallow minima In the curve of Y

against ks. The use of these materials could enable an accuracy of

O.I% in the calculation of Y at a single frequency and better

then _ I% over a range of frequencies.

2.5.2 Calibration of hydrophones

Men calibrating a hydrophone using this method it is necessary to

place the hydrophone far enough from the transducer for the plane

wave appro_imetlon of intensity to be valid [14] because the sphere

radiometer measures acoustic intensity whilst a hydrophone measures

acoustic pressure.

Although this technique has been widely used to determine acoustic

intensity, and accuracies of better than + 2_ bare been claimed,

there is little information in the literature about the use of this

method for the calibration of hydrophones. In 1973, Herman mt al

[49] reported an attempt to calibrate a ceramic probe hydrophcne at

I MHz using this method. The displacement of the sphere was

measured using a travelling microscope and the intensity was

calculated for ten different points on the acoustic axis of a

transducer. At each point the sphere was replaced by the hydrophone

to obtain the calibration. The results of all ten calibrations are

presented and the random uncertainty was Z 7% (95% confidence

limit). The mean value for the hydrophone sensitivity agreed,

within the uncertainties, wlth a value obtained using planar

seannlng.

Flaehella and Carson [50] used ceramic probe hydrophcnes

manufactured by Medlsean Inc who had previously calibrated the

hydrcphones using this technique. The values from the calibration

ere given but, on interoomparison with total power measurements,

large discrepancies of up tc 300% were found; this is probably

attributable to limitations In hydrophone design rather than the
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accuracy of the calibration. Nagai and lizuka [71] also used

Medissan l_ydrophones (see Section 2.3.1) and calibrated them using

an optical interferometer; agreement wlth the manufacturer's

calibration using the sphere radiometer technique was within _ 10%.

Dunn and Fry [92, 93] used a steel sphere radiometer to provide an

absolute callbration of a thermceouple probe over the frequency

range 0.5 to 10 HHz. The only uncertainty value given As _ 2.5%,

which appears to be a standard deviation obtained from a

least-squares fit to the calibration values. Palmer [94] also used

a suspended steel sphere as a standard to compare measurements made

with thermoelectric detectors; he used Fox's [81] expression to

determine the Intensity of the radiation.

2.6....Thermqeleetrlctechniques

Absorption of ultrasonic energy resulting in heating of the

transmissionmcdi_ causes a t=mperature rise which can be measured

using a suitably small thermoelectric detector. From the

i temperature rime, a knowledge of the specific heat capacity and thei

absorption coefficient of the medium, it is possible to obtain an

absolute value for the acoustic intensity. The conversion of

mechanical (sound) energy into thermal energy results from several

mechanisms but, at the low-megahertz frequencies used for medical

applications and with the ultrasound travelling in water, viscous

losses dominate over the other mechanisms. Two types of

thermoelectric receiver have been used to resolve the spatial

distribution of acoustic intensity in an ultrasound beam, namely

thermistors and thermoccuplee. Various probes have been designed to

contain the receiver whilst being transparent to the ultrasound and

having a calculable heat capacity or incorporating a heater for

calibration purposes.

2.6.1 Measurement of acoustic intensity

In 1953, Palmer [94] made a probe using four thermocouple Junctions

on the end of a hyperdermic needle which was covered with a

sound-absorbing substance. Many substances were tried and paraffin

wax proved to be the most sensitive, giving the largest temperature

flee for a given incident intensity. THis device needed to be

calibrated agalnst a standard and in this case a suspended steel
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sphere was used (see Section 2.5.2). In 1954, Fry and Fry [95]

produeed a detailed theoretical analysis of the operation of

thermoeouple probes embedded in a sound-abs0rbing medium of similar

specific acoustic impedance to the transmission medium. This

provided a sound theoretical basis for other workers in the field

to draw on when designing probes and estimating sources of

systematic uncertainty such as the finite heat capacity of the

thermoeouple wires, heat conduction between the thermoeouple and

the fluid and viscous forces between the thermocouple and the

embedding medium. The formula fundamental to the determination of

absolute acoustic intensity I is:

pI = pC(dT/dt)o (24)

where _ is the acoustic intensity absorption coefficient per unit

path length In the embedding medium of density p and specific heat

capacity C, and (dT/dt)° la the initial rate of temperature rise

immediately after the transducer was switched on.

Fry and Fry [95] and Dunn and Fry [933 described a thermoelectric

probe produmed by embedding a thermooouple in a sound-absorblng

medium which was separated from the transmission medium by thin

(80 _m) polyethylene sheets stretched across an annulus having an

aperture large enoUgh to transmit the whole sound beam (see

Flgure 18). When a one-second tcneburst of ultrasound was applied

to this thermocouple probe, the deflection of the galvanometer was

similar to that shown in Figure 19.

The initial rise in temperature was due to the action of viscous

forces between the fluid medium and the wire. The second phase of

the deflection, the 'linear' part, was a result of absorption of

sound in the body of the fluid medlu_ and it was the slope of this

part of the deflection curve which was used to determine the

acoustic intensity. The value was found to be proportional to the

square of the driving voltage to the transducer, showing that it ks

proportional to intensity if the transducer is linear and the

measurements are made in the far field. Once again the probe

required calibration against a steel sphere radiometer because of

the absence of sufflclently-aceurate values for the acoustic

absorption coefficient of the castor ell embeddimE medium.
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Figure 18 Schematic diagram of the thePmoelectric probe produced

by Fry and Fry [95].

Figure Ig Galvanometer deflevtion for a one second _oncbuPst

incident on a thermooouple embedded in castor o11.

A seml-conductlng thermistor was used by Labartkavs [96] as the

sensing element of his probe, which consisted of a hollow glass

sphere filled with semi-conducting material and coated with a

thermo-sensltieer material. The thermistor wee wired into a

balanced do bridge clrouit, This probe also needed calibration

against other standards.

Another probe using a thermistor was reported by Howard and Galls

[97] but this did not produce absolute measurements either.
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2.6.2 Hydrophone ealibratlon

Colbert at al [98] have used one of the thermoelectric probes

described by Fry and Fry [95] to calibrate a hydrophone. The

thermoelectric probe had been calibrated using a one-second

toneburst, so the bydrophons calibration was only valid when

substituted for the thermoelectric probe in such a teneburat. The

uncertainty in the calibration was estimated to be _ I_ but this

seems to be a very optimistic value.

Due to a lack of accurate information about the ultrasonic

absorption coefficient of absorbing media, this type of measurement

has not been fully validated for accurate hydrophone calibrations.

Although work is continuing on the measurement of absorption in

such materials, it is unlikely that this technique will produce

accurate absolute measurements of acoustic intensity in the future

unless absorbing media can be found which have a better lot4 term

stability than castor oil.

2.7 Pulse techniques

Various attempts have been made to determine absolute values of

acoustic field parameters and to calibrate hydrophones by using

pulses or step functions to drive a transducer. However, it is not

always clear whether a particular method is truly absolute or not

and for this reason some of the pulse tec_nlquea appear in

Section 3.3.

2.7.1 Measurement of anoustio pressure

In 1977, Perdrix et al [99] described a technique for calculating {

the acoustic pressure near to the face of a thick piezoeleabrio !

disc excited by a short impulse current i(t) = O_(t) (wlmra _(t) is

the Dirao _-function). This produced a pressure step, and waves
i

with a particle velocity v proportional to the charge Q moved by

the current impulse appeared at the two transducer faces: J

d_ u(t) (_5) !v(t)

(pc + Plel)A

where d is the piezoelectric charge coefficient, pc is the acoustic

impedance of the medium and P1el the acoustic impedance of the

disc, A is the area of the disc perpendicular to the acoustic axis
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and u(t) is the Heavielde step funotlon.

Then Perdrix et al used the relationship that the amplitude of the

pressure step Po (ie p(t) = Pou(t)) is equal to the acoustic

velocity amplitude multiplied by the specific aeouetlc impedance of

the medium, giving:

padQ

PC _ (pC + PIOl)A (26)

The wave from the rear face of the transducer propagated through

the dlsc and caused s pressure step of smaller amplitude and

opposite sign at some later time. Thus the reverberations in the

transducer appeared as a series of pressure steps of decreasing

amplitude. No mention is made of how the piezoelectric charge

coefficient was measured and whether it was frequency dependent;

thls is an impartant aspect of an absolute technique because it la

precisely this measurement which determines the sensitivity of a

transducer. Another factor is the effect of tee edge-wave and

plate-wave pulsee which arrive a short tlme after the main pulse

and must be outside the tlme window used.

Fesqu_ and M_qulo [100] have also used a theoretloal model to

calculate the acoustic pressure spectrum at a point in the far

field of a specially-deslgned transducer wlth eharaeterlstlcs that

are easy to model theoretically. The calculation involved the

determination of the Laplace transform of the particle velocity

V(s) at the transducer surface, which was derived from the

generator voltage transform E(s) and the transmitting transfer

funetlon T(e). The latter was calculable, for given reflection and

transmission coefficients between the transducer layers, from a

knowledge of the piezoelectric charge coefficient and other

coefficients for the transducer, but these may be frequency

dependent and at@ themselves dlfflcult to measure. The following

relationship was obtained:

V(s) = T(s).E(s) (27)

where e is a Laplace variable. An inverse Laplace transform gives

the velocity v(t) and from thls the velocity potential ¢(f,t) can

be calculated from the convolution:

¢(_,t)= v(t)• hCf,t) (28)
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where h(_,t) is the diffraction impulse response of a piston

embedded in an infinite and rigid plane baffle and has been dealt

with by Stepanlshen [IO1]. From the velocity potential @ it is

possible to derive the acoustic pressure p at s point:

p(z,t) = p(_l_t) ¢(_,t) (28)

where p is the density of the medium. The pulsed pressure field

transmitted from a circular transducer can, therefore, be

calculated using s knowledge of the transducer materials. Thls is

an ingenious method for determining absolute acoustic quantities

but it does rely heavily on the transducer bebavimg as a perfect

circular plane piston and on the knowledge of several coefficients

for the transducer which may be frequency dependent and which

themselves must be determined using another absolute method.

A transducer conforming to the theory was built and the method

tested by comparing the pulse-echo from e steel mirror placed close

to the transducer with a corresponding simulated echo. The

cross-correlatlon function had a maximum value of 98%, which showed

good agreement wlth theory. Further verification of the technique

WaS achieved by finding, from the spectrum at a given point on the

aeoustim axis, the frequency at which zero pressure occurred and

comparing this wlth the expected value from the theory. Agreement

WaS good in the example given, confirming that the transducer did

indeed behave as a piston source. Dlrsctlvlty measurements in both

impulse and toneburst excitation were also performed, the use of a

short pulse from the transducer permitting a broad spectrum of

frequencies to be covered. T_e frequency-dependent attenuation of

ultrasound in water had to be taken into account in these

calibrations.

2.7.2 Hydrophons calibration

Both of the methods described in Section 2.7.1 have been used to

produce absolute calibrations of hydrophones with some success.

PerdrIx et al [99] placed three different hydrophones close to s

thick piezoelectric disc and, by taking a fast Fourier transform,

obtained their receiving sensitivities. The only experimental

results shown are photographs from a spectrum analyser display;

plotted on one of these are points which represent reelpruoity
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calibrations obtained at another laboratory but the exact teohn£qae

used is not described. The results seem to be in agreement to

within _ 2 dB over a frequency range of I to 6 MHz but the

presentation of the results is nob very clear; no uncertainties are

mentioned. Thus, this has not been valldated as an absolute

technique but it has been shown to be useful as an intercompsrlmon

technique for the I to 20 MI_ range.

The technique described by Pes_u8 and M_quio [100] was used to

calibrate two types of hydrophone uslng a 5 MHz transducer. Firstly

a Nuclear Associates PVDF needle probe bydrophone was calibrated

from I to 7 MHz. Secondly a 5ewin PVDF needle probe hydrophone [6]

was oelibrated from _ to 7 MHz and the results compared with the

menufaobarerfs calibration chart which had been obtained using

reciproolty and time delay spectrometry [102]. The two calibrations

asreed to within Z _ dB (Z 12%) and from this the authors assigned

a measurement uncertainty of Z 15_. This technique was relatlvely

rapid and provided a callbratlon over a wide frequency range (I to

7 MHz) simultaneously.
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3. CALIBRATION BY COMPARISON WITH A STANDARD HYDNOPHONE

Comparison techniques for the calibration of hydropbones are widely

used as methods for disseminating the absolute calibration of s

standard hydrophone. They have advantages over the absolute

techniques (described in Section 2) of rapidity and simplicity

whilst having the disadvantage of introducing an additional source

of uncertainty from the intercemparison.

3.1 Discrete frequency method

The basic principle is to place each of a group of hydrophenes,

including at least one standard hydrophone, at an identical

position in the far field of an ultrasonic transducer which As

being driven by short tonebursts of a single frequency (using a

toneburst avoids problems of electrical interference or reflections

in the tank). The output voltage from each hydrcphone is measured

and the ratio of the sensitivity of each hydrephone to the

sensitivity of the standard hydrophone derived. In the absence of

plane wavesp a correction is required for any difference in size of

the elements of the standard hydrophone and the hydrophone being

calibrated. This correction can be obtained from the curves

produced by Fay [36] which are shown in Figure 5. A second

correction converts the end-of-cable sensitivity to the

end-of-cable open-clrcuit sensitivity using equations (I) to (4)

in Section I.

Presumably due to the simplicity of tbfs technique, very little has

been published in the literature to describe variations in method

or accuracies. The method used at NPL was very briefly described by

Preston et al [8] and the standard error on the mean for the

intercomparison is quoted as _ 2.5_ st all frequencies. At NP6 many

hydrophones are calibrated using tbls technique which is offered as

a measurement service. Two standard hydrophones are used in each

group of hydropbones. For each frequency, measurements are

performed at two and three times the near-field distance of two

different transducers (four measurements in all). Care is taken to

minimise finite-amplitude distortion in the received wave by

keeping the peak acoustic pressure down to a suitable level. To

reproduce the same position in the acoustic field, the signal from
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each hydrophone is maximised using two translational and two

rotational degrees of freedom to ensure it is on the axis of the

beam and orientated correctly. The time delay from the transducer

excitation pulse to the received signal is also checked. The total

systematic uncertainty in the interccmpariaon is estimated to be

less than _ 5_ over the frequency range 0.5 to 15 MHz (95_

confidence limit). The random uncertainty in the interccmparimon is

estimated to be less than ± 3% at all frequencies (95_ confidence

limit) and this has been verified by checking the ratios of the

sensitivities of the two standard hydropbones on 20 occasions over

a period of two years.

The disadvantage of the additional uncertainty introduced into the

calibration of the hydrophone due to the comparison with a standard

bydrophene must be offset against the rapidity of measurements.

However, several improvements have been suggested which can

increase the speed of measurements without increasing the

uncertainties eigniflcamtly and these are covered in the following

sections.

_.2 Use.of a distorted waveform

The technique of using a distorted waveform was first described and

used by Bacon [78] for the investigation of a theoreticalmodel for

the frequency response of a membrane hydropbone. It was used in

conjunction with the core complex absolute technique [79] (see

Section 2.4) to determine the sensitivity of a hydrophone up to

100 MHz. The method is to place each of a set of hydrophonem,

including at least one standard hydrophone which has been

calibrated absolutely, sequentially at the same point in an

acoustic field at which the waveform displays significant

flnlte-amplltude distortion due to the nonlinear propagation of

ultrasound in water. The resultant waveform, shown in Figure lq in

Section 2.4, is received by each hydrcpbone and their outputs

dlgitised. A fast Fourier transform is then performed and the

amplitude of each harmonic component in the output spectrum

compared with the corresponding amplitude from the standard

hydrophone. Thus, ratios of sensitivities relative to the standard

are obtained at frequencies which are multiples of the fundamental
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which is most conveniently I M_. It is possible to maintain

reasonable slgnal-to-nolse ratios up to ever 20 MHZ by using

appropriately-designed transducers producing high acoustic

pressures. To avoid overheating of the transducer, a toneburst

signal is used with a very low repetition rate (less than 150 Hz).

A schematic diagram of the equipment is shown in Figure 20.

Delcyed trigger "--7 r Tuned ] _
c goled

Oigltlser J ,_mp_'l_ _ :;_'ITrig<gerJa mplffier _

t t ....i(optlonol_3 ---J| L_ | ! i
I I ]..... _ Ilmpedcnce-matchingJ

Controtler

Hydrophone Tronsducer

Figure 20 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus for the

distorted wave form intercc_parlson technique (after

[79]).

Since the papers by Bacon [?8, 79] (see Section 2.4), more work has

teen done at NPL to validate the technique as a means of

calibrating customer's hydrophones. Results suggest that the ratios

obtained from this technique agree with those for the discrete

frequency method (Section 3.1) to within + _%, and the estimated

random uncertainties are less than * 3% (95% confidence level) for

the frequency range I tc 8 MSz, less than + 5% for the frequency

range 9 to 12 NHz and leas than +_8% for the frequency range 13 to

15 MHz. The systematic uncertainties at the 95% confidence level

range from + 5_ at I MHz to + 8% at 15 MHz. The technique was used

to calibrate a variety of hydrophones including:
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0.5, I & 2 mm diameter coplamar shlelded PVDF membranes [8]

0.5 and I mm diameter bllamlamr shielded PVDF membranes [8]

I mm diameter PVDF needle probes from two manufacturers [6]

0.2 and 0.6 mm diameter ceramic needle probes [5].

The standard hydropbonc was a I mm diameter coplanar shielded PVDF

membrane hydrophone which had been calibrated using the

interferametrlc technique [75, 76]. Some results from this

volidatlon exercise are plotted in Figure 21 and a paper is in

preparation, covering the validation cf the technique and giving a

full treatment of uncertainties.

Early results showed larger random uncertainties at I and 2 MHz and

a lock of smoothness in the measured frequency response at the

lower end of the frequency range. This could be caused either by

distortion in the transient digitiser, a Tektronix 7912AD which is

known to suffer from "pincushion" distortion, or by glancing

reflections from the sides of the tank. The system now used at NPL

employs a digitiser which does net suffer from this type of

distortion and improved baffles hove been fitted along the tank

sides to prevent reflections. The problem at the lower frequencies

does not exist on the new system as can be seen in Figure 21.

I Obvious advantages with this method of bydrophone calibration are:
I
[ the rapidity of measurements, the inclusion of frequency points at
i

_ all multiplA_ or I MH_ D to over !_ M_ and the pns_ib!e e_tensimn

of the technique to even higher frequencies if required. Other

advantages include: the ability to align the bydrophone in the

acoustic field more precisely by using a 40 MHz hlgh-pass filter to

increase the directional sensitivity of the hydrophsne, the lack of

any G2 corrections for the finite size of the hydrophcne (because
measurements are made at distances from the transducer where the

oorrectlon is negligible [36]) and finally the ability to automate

the data acquisition, processing and storage for all hydrophone

calibrations,
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Figure 21 Graph of the ratio of the sensitivity of a hydrophone to

that of a otandard hydrophone using:

• the present technique of Section 3.2 and

x the discrete /requeney method of Sectlon 3.1.

The error bars represent random uncertainties at the 95%

confidence level (work to he published).

_._ Pulse techniques

The advantage of a technique using a pulse of ultrasound over the

discrete frequency method is the ability to Intercompare

hydrophones over a range of frequencies slmaltaneocsly. In this

aspect the teohnlque is similar to that desorlbed in Section 3.2.

Two pulse techniques have already been dealt with in Section 2.7

beoause they were described as ab_lute callbration techniques.

However, they also have the potential to be used as rapid
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intereomparison techniques If another, more accurate, absolute

technique is available.

Harris et al [70] desor£bsd a technique where a shook exeltatlon

voltage was applied to the tranedussr to produse a broad-band

pulse. By spe0tral analysis of the hydrophon_ response it was

possible to compare the sensitivity of a hydrophone with that of a

standard hydrophone. In fact, the technique OOttld be taken further

by replaolng the hydrophone with an alr-basked mylar membrane and

eomparlng the drlve-voltage spectrum with the spectrum of the

received signal after reflection. By assuming that the transmitting

and receiving responses of the transducer are the samej the

spectrum of the pulse incident on the hydrophone could be

calculated. Thus, the frequency response of the hydrophone could be

determined over a frequency range from 0.5 to 5 MHz using a

2.25 MHZ transducer and the discrete frequency comparison (or an

absolute calibration) at Just one frequency.

The main assumptions in this technique were that the transmitting

and receiving responses were the same and t_at the spectrum of the

pulse did not vary wlth distance from the transducer as a result of

diffraction. The latter assumption was required because the

reflector was placed at the same distance as the hydrophone so the

pulse travelled twice the distance for the pulse-echo case. Also,

unless there was plane-wave propagation, the different sizes of the

transducer and hydrophone would need to he corrected for. The

plane-wave condition only applies near to the transducer face, and

is ooly valid fop transdusmr-hydrophose separations which are small

compared with the size of the transducer. Harris st al have given

no indication of the actual separation used between the transducer

and the hydrophone or reflector. Another unmentioned consideration

is the edge-wave pulse Which would arrive at the hydrophsne shortly

after the plate-wave pulse. The delay between pulses would have to

be sufficient for them not to overlap, otherwise the plane-wave

condition would no longer be valid. Thus, it is necessary for the

hydrophsns to be placed close to a relatively large-dlameter

transducer.

In a later paper, Harris et al [IOS] used a transducer of thickness

25 mm and of diameter 63 mm and a different technique; for this

transducer the transmitting response was assumed to be flat above
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30 kHz so that the spectrum of the incident pulse was assumed to be

the same as the drive-voltage spectrum. Frequency-dependent

attenuation wan corrected for, but the technique still assumed

plane waves to be incident on the hydrophone and no value for the

tranmduoer-hydrophone separation is given. Although this technique

provided a mere rapid hydrophone calibration over a wide range of

frequencies, no comparison with other techniques has been reported

and no estimate of uncertainties given.

9.4 Time delay spectrometr_

A development of the discrete frequency method of Section B.I to

permit the intereomperlson of hydrophones over a continuous

frequency spectrum is to drive a broadband transducer with a

swept-frequency signal. Thin would have the advantage of being very

rapid to perform whilst maintaining an adequate slgnal-to-nolse

ratio. However, there are several problems which prevent the

straightforward implementation of this improvement. In a

ccntlnuous-wave ultrasonic field the hydrophone is subject to

ultrasound reflected from the sides of the tank, the water surface

and the transducer mounts, and reflections from the hydrsphone back

to the transducer causing standing waves between the two. Finally

the hydrophene, unless it has effective electrical screening, picks

up electrical interference from the transducer drive. This is why

the techniques so far described all use pulses or short touebursts

of ultrasound.

The technique of time delay spectrometry seeks to overcome these

problems, not by using an anechoic water tank bat by using a rapid

frequency sweep so that a given frequency is defined at an instant

in time at the transducer. After a time delay equal to the

propagation time, that frequency is also defined at the hydrophone.

Thus, the electrical noise and reflections can be removed by

filtering the received signal and free-field conditions effectively

exist. This is achieved in practice by sweeping the signal using a

spectrum analyser.

This technique was proposed by Heyser [104] as a method of measuring

the frequency responses of complete audio systems. It has also been

used for ultrasonic imaging systems and various diagnostic

applications. The only reported implementation of the technique for



hydrophmne calibration was by Lcwin [I02], who combined this with

absolute calibrations at frequency intervals of 20 and 50 _Ha using

the reclproclty technique. Lewin used a sweep from I to 10 MHz in

less than one second. Random uncertainties were reported as

0.5 dB (_ 6%) and an overall uncertainty was estimated to be

Z 1.5 dB (Z 19%).

Recently. Filmore and Chivcrs [105] used this tecbnlque to compare

ceramic needle probe hydrephones produced in batches, Tbetechnique

was used alongside another, involving the broad-band excitation of

a transducer and the subsequent frequency sweeping of the

hydrophone output using an analogue spectrum analyser. The results

were apparently very similar but only the time delay spectrometry

results are given so it is not possible to compare the teahniques

quantitatively.

There are various limitations inherent in the time delay

spactrametry technique arising from the performance of the spectrum

analyser and the difficulty of obtaining a suitable wlde-band,

temporally-stable transducer. However_ these have nob been

adequately discussed or evaluated in the literature.
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4. INTERCOMPARISONS OF CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES

To date there has been no formal international Intercomparison of

hydrophone calibration techniques, although there may shortly be a

HER-funded European intercomparlson wlth NPL as the coordinating

laboratory. However, there have been some informal intercompsrlsons

and also a large amount of work at various standards laboratories

involved in the validation of new calibration techniques.

4.1 Absolute calibration

At NPL, the four different absolute calibration techniques that

have been used, described in Sections 2.1 to 2.4, have all been

Intereompared using membrane hydrophenes and the results from [41],

[75] and [76] are illustrated in Figure 22.
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Figure 22 Calibration values determined using:

• reciprocity;

+ planar scanning and

x optical interferometry.

i! The solid curve represents Bacon's model [78].

t
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The values are plotted for the end-of-cable open-circuit

sensitivity of a I mm diameter, 25 pm thick eoplanar shielded

membrane hydropbone [8, 41] over the frequency range 0.5 to 15 MHZ

determined using reciprocity, planar scanning and optical

interferometry. Note: the error bars represent the overall

uncertainty (95% sonfldence level) and are given for the

interfermmeter at all frequencies (bold symboIs), for planar

scanning at E.25 and 10 MHz and for reciprocity at I, 5 and 15 HHz.

The theoretical frequency response is also shown and is calculated

using Bacon's model [78] with the absolute level chosen so that the

average sensitivity is equal to that from the interferemeter

calibration results. As the calibrations were performed at

different water temperatures, the sensitivity values have been

corrected to 20 °C assuming a temperature coefficient of

0.8% per °C, and the techniques have been found be agree within the

measurement uncertainties stated in Section 2. The optical

interferometer has now been adopted as the primary standard for

hydrephone calibration at NPL.

The nonlinear propagation technique has been intercompared with

reciprocity and planar scanning at frequencies from I to 15 MHz and

with tar theoretical frequency response of a 9 pm coplanar shielded

membrane hydrophone up to 70 MHZ [79]. The results in Figure 23

show that agreement between the techniques was within the

measurement uncertainties.

Lewin [6] calibrated a PTDF needle probe hydrophone in 50 kHz

steps up to 6.5 MHZ using three-transducer reciprocity and in

20 kH_ steps up to 10 MHa using two-transducer reciprocity. He also

claims that the calibration was independently checked, obtaining

agreement within _ 5% up to 7.6 MHz and within ± 11% between

7.6 M_z and 10 MHZ, but no indication is given of what technique

was used for the third esllbratlon. These values were then

compared, via the time delay spectrometry technique, wlth the

planar scanning absolute calibration method at BRH and the results

were reported by Oloerssn et al [38]. An uncertainty of _ 1 dg

(_ 12%) was attributed to each technique and tne results in

Figure 24 show that the difference in sensitivity at each frequency

was less than the reported uncertainty.

i

i
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Koppelmann et al [34] intercompmred two-transducer reciprocity with

three-transducer reciprocity over the frequency range 75 to 200 kHz

and obtained agreement to within _ 2 dS (_ 26_). Nagai et al [71]

indirectly interconpared an optical interferometric technique (see

Section 2.3) with results obtained from a sphere radiometer (see

Section 2.5) because the hFdrophono they were using bad been

calibrated by the manufacturer using the latter technique.

Agreement to within _ 10% was achieved with an estimated accuracy

of _ 20% on the Interferometric technique.

Herman et al [49] intercompmred the sphere radiometer technique

with planar scanning at I MHs and the results agreed within the

random uncertainty in the sphere radiometer method of _ 7% (95_

confidence l_nit). Tbe,uocertaloty in the planar scanning technique

is quoted as being greater than _ 5% (the uncertainty in the

measurement of total power using a radiation force method).

,4.2 Comparimon with a standard hydrophone

I 4 I I I l I
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Figure 25 Ratios of the sensitivities of two PVDF needle probe

hydrophonem from:

x the dlmerete frequency technique and

a the distorted waveform technique.

+ ...... . ............
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An interco_parison between the discrete frequency method of

Seotlon 3.1 and the use of a flnite-amplitude distorted waveform

was undertaken at NPL and is described in Section 3.2. Several

different types of membrane hydrophone were calibrated and the

results show agreement between the two techniques within the

estimated uncertainties (see Figure 21). Two PVDF needle probe

hydrephones of the type described by Lewln [6] were calibrated

using these two techniques. A graph of these results is presented

in Figure 25 and agreement within the estimated uncertainties is

shown.
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5. SUMMARY

The current state of ultrasonic hydrophone calibration for the

ebaraeterisatlon of medical ultrasonic equipment is reviewed and

the lecreaslng accuracy of calibrations is evident. Amongst the

absolute calibration techniques, optical interferometry has

achieved the greatest accuracy, with uamertalntles ranging from

2.1% at 0.5 MHz to ± 3.5% at 10 MUm and _ 6.3% at 15 MHz reported

; for the interferometer at NPL. Before this 'technique was

introduced, the reciprocity and planar scanning techniques provided

! the most accurate calibrations with uncertainties (achieved at NFL)

! of _ 8% at I MHz rising to _ 20% at 15 MHz. Thusp with the

i introduction of the optical Interferomebric technique,

[ uncertainties in acoustic intensity measurements arising from the

hydrophone calibration have fallen to less than one third of their

previous values. For example, at 10 MHz thls means a reduction from

25_ to _ 7%. A calibration using the NPL interferometer also

takes less than one tenth of the time required for the planar

scanning technique.

Althou_b it should be possible to extend the range of

interferometer calibrations up to at least 20 MHz and attempts are

being made to ex_end reciprocity calibrations to higher

frequencies, the only viable method of hydrephone calibration

currently available above 15 MHz is that using the nonlinear

propagation of' ultrasound (see Section 2.4). This can provide

calibrations up to 100 MHz with an estimated uncertainty of

approximately _ 15%_ As medical diagnostic equipment produces

waveforms containing frequencies of 20 MHz and above, It is

obviously essential to develop the ability to calibrate hydrophones

at these higher frequencies.

The development of techniques for calibration by comparison with a

standard hydrophone (described in Section 3) is important if

ultrasonic standards are to be cheaply and reliably disseminated to

the medical ultrasound manufacturer and user. There is scope for

improvement in both the speed and the accuracy of the current

techniques, and this would greatly benefit the progress of medical

ultrasound doelmetry.

Two other important stages in the move towards standardisation of
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the measurement of acoustic field parameters of medical ultrasound

equipment are reviewed here. Firstly the development of written

standards which give definitions, descriptions and procedures for

the calibration and use of ultrasonic hydrophones; secondly,

intereomparlsons of hydrophone calibration techniques. To date, all

reported interoomparisons of absolute techniques have shown general

agreement within the attributed uncertainties. However, the same

cannot be said for the comparison techniques of Section 3, where

more work is required to validate these as suitable methods for

disseminating standards.

!
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